A graph G is k-ordered if for any distinct vertices v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k ∈ V (G), it has a cycle through v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k in order. Let f (k) denote the minimum integer so that every f (k)-connected graph is k-ordered. The first non-trivial case of determining f (k) is when k = 4, where the previously best known bounds are 7 ≤ f (4) ≤ 40. We prove that in fact f (4) = 7.
Introduction
The problem of studying connectivity and cycles through specified vertices originates with the classic result [4] that k-connected graphs have a cycle through any set of k vertices for k ≥ 2. Specifying the order the vertices must appear on the cycle is a generalization introduced in [18] . The case k = 4 is particularly interesting because it is the first case where the ordered and unordered versions differ. Surveys on the existence of cycles through specified vertices can be found in [6] and [9] .
Following the terminology of Faudree [6] , for a positive integer k, we say a graph is k-ordered if, for distinct vertices v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k , the graph has a cycle through v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k in order. We define f (k) as the smallest positive integer so that every f (k)-connected graph is k-ordered. Clearly, f (1) = f (2) = 2 and f (3) = 3. Faudree asks for the determination of f (4) in [6] . Goddard [8] and Mukae et al. [17] have short proofs showing that 4-connected triangulations of surfaces are 4-ordered.
The best known upper bounds for f (4) , and for f (k) in general, follow from work on linkages. We say that a graph G is k-linked if for any collection of k pairs of vertices {{s i , t i } : i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}}, there exists a collection {P i : i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}} with the path P i from s i to t i for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that, for any distinct In Section 3 we introduce the notion of "3-planar graphs" to explain precisely what we mean by saying that "H is almost planar". We will state Seymour's characterization of 2-linked graphs, and prove some lemmas on 3-planar graphs.
In Section 4, we show that if G is 7-connected then it has a special structure called a "(c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 )-skeleton". This structure allows us to assume that H has no 1-cut separating two of the vertices in {z 0 , z 1 , z 2 , z 3 } from the rest. Using this notion of skeletons, in Section 5 we show that we can assume H is 2-connected. In Section 6 we use different techniques to show that H is 3-connected.
In Section 7 we first prove a discharging lemma on plane graphs. Then we use the fact that H is 3-connected and 3-planar, and the lemmas from Section 3, to show that in fact H is planar, and all neighbors of C 0 and C 2 are on the boundary of a single face. We then use the discharging lemma to force a special configuration in H, which we can use to find the desired cycle in G. We conclude and give some additional remarks in Section 8.
Notation
We conclude this section with notation and terminology we need in the rest of the paper. Suppose G is a graph and P is a path in G. Then define end(P ) to be the set of vertices of smallest degree of P . Define int(P ) := V (P ) \ end(P ). Notice that if P has two or fewer vertices, then int(P ) = ∅. Given a cycle C and an orientation of C, for any distinct u, v ∈ V (C), we use C[u, v] to denote the subpath of C from u to v in clockwise order. Let C(u, v] := C[u, v] − u, C[u, v) := C[u, v] − v, and C(u, v) := C[u, v] − {u, v}. We use similar notation for subpaths of P .
2 Separating Pairs Definition 2.1. Let G be a graph, let C be a cycle in G, let v 0 , v 1 ∈ V (C) be distinct, and let A ⊆ V (G) \ V (C). Then a (v 0 , v 1 , C, A)-separating pair is a set of paths {R 0 , R 1 } such that there exists an orientation of C so that
For all i, j ∈ {0, 1}, if R i = ∅ then define r j i to be the end of R i closest to v j on
Clearly, a (v 0 , v 1 , C, A)-separating pair exists as the two paths in C between v 0 and v 1 form such a pair. Later in the paper we often construct small cutsets containing the set end(R 0 ) ∪ end(R 1 ). The following lemma shows that if G[V (C)] contains no cycle through v 0 and v 1 that is shorter than C, then a separating pair satisfying some additional properties exists.
For convenience, let P 0 , P 1 denote the two paths in C between v 0 and v 1 . Let
] contains a cycle through v 0 and v 1 shorter than C, a contradiction. So u ∈ int(R 1 ).
By symmetry, it suffices to prove the assertion for the case i = 0 and j = 0. Thus, assume that r 0 0 is defined and N(r 0 0 ) ∩ A = ∅. Then by the above claim, R 1 = ∅ and N(r 0 0 ) ∩ int(R 1 ) = ∅. If N(r 0 1 ) ∩ A = ∅ then we are done. So assume N(r 0 1 ) ∩ A = ∅. Then by the above claim, N(r 0
, v 1 ] minimal, and let C ′ be the cycle through v 0 and v 1 defined as follows
] contains no cycle through v 0 and v 1 and shorter than C.
Let
. By the choice of u 0 and u 1 , we see that G has no edge from int(
Now we prove a technical lemma on the existence of several types of paths and cycles in
The proof is tedious case analysis, but we will use this lemma frequently.
Proof. For convenience, let P 0 , P 1 be the paths in C containing R 0 , R 1 , respectively. For all i, j ∈ {0, 1}, if R i is non-empty then let r j i be the end of R i closest to v j on P i . Since we assume u 0 ∈ int(R 0 ), r 0 0 and r 1 0 are defined and distinct. For any distinct
We prove (i) first. If N(r 1 0 ) ∩ A = ∅ then C − P 0 (u 0 , r 1 0 ) gives the desired path for (i). So assume N(r 1 0 ) ∩ A = ∅. Then by Lemma 2.2, there exists
gives the desired cycle for (ii). So by symmetry, we may assume N(r 1 0 ) ∩ A = ∅. Then by Lemma 2.2, N(r 1 1 ) ∩ A = ∅ and there exists
gives the desired cycle for (ii). So assume N(r 0 0 ) ∩ A = ∅. Then by Lemma 2.2, N(r 0 1 ) ∩ A = ∅ and there exists
gives the desired cycle for (ii). To prove (iii), assume G[A] is connected, and let u 1 ∈ int(R 1 ). If N(r 0 1 ) ∩ A = ∅ and N(
gives the desired path for (iii). So we may assume by symmetry that N(r 1 0 ) ∩ A = ∅. Then by Lemma 2.2, N(r 1 1 ) ∩ V (A) = ∅ and there exists a vertex
gives the desired path for (iii). So we may assume N(r 0 1 ) ∩ A = ∅. Then by Lemma 2.2, N(r 0 0 ) ∩ V (A) = ∅ and there exists a vertex w 0 ∈ int(R 0 ) ∩ N(r 0 1 ). Now
gives the desired path for (iii).
3-Planar Graphs
In this section, we introduce the notion of 3-planar graphs, and state a characterization of 2-linked graphs.
Let G be a graph and let s 1 , t 1 , s 2 , t 2 ∈ V (G) be distinct vertices. Then an ({s 1 , t 1 }, {s 2 , t 2 })-linkage is a set of two disjoint paths P 1 and P 2 such that for i = 1, 2, end(P i ) = {s i , t i }. To state a result on graphs without an ({s 1 , t 1 }, {s 2 , t 2 })-linkage, we use the following notion due to Seymour [19] , which can also be found in [25] . If, in addition, b 1 , . . . , b n are some vertices in G such that b i / ∈ A j for any A j ∈ A and b 1 , . . . , b n occur on the boundary of D in that cyclic order, then we say that (G, A, b 1 , . . . , b n ) is 3-planar. We will say that such a drawing is a plane drawing of (G, A, b 1 , . . . , b n ). We will say that (
The main tool we will use is the following theorem due to Seymour [19] , while different versions are proved in [2, 20, 23] .
It is convenient for us to develop some lemmas on 3-planar graphs before we begin the proof of our main Theorem 1.2. The main lemmas in this section are Lemmas 3.4 and 3.7, which we will use in later sections to show that a certain 3-planar graph is in fact planar. First we have a definition from [25] .
We say that A is minimal if there is no collection H of pairwise disjoint subsets of A such that H = {A} and (H, H, a 1 , . . . , a m ) is 3-planar. We say that A is minimal if every member of A is minimal.
From [25] , we have the following.
Now we give two propositions to help prove Lemma 3.7 when extending a linkage in p(G, A) to a linkage in G.
Proof. Apply Proposition 3.2 of [25] , with b := s 2 , b ′ := s 1 , v := t 1 , and u := t 2 . Note that condition (ii) for Proposition 3.2 is guaranteed by Proposition 3.1 of [25] . (The proof basically starts with disjoint paths S 1 ,
, and extends the path from t * 2 to t 2 .)
Proof. Let P denote the path in Z − s 2 between s 1 and t 1 .
Now we are ready to prove the final lemma for this section.
Fix some plane drawing of p(G, A) and let F be the set of vertices on the outer face. Suppose that |F | ≥ 4. Let s 1 , t 1 , s 2 be three distinct vertices in F , and let
Proof. Since G is 3-connected and p(G, A) has at least four vertices, p(G, A) is 3connected. Let Z be the outer cycle of the plane drawing of p(G, A). Then Z is chordless in p(G, A), and |V (Z)| = |F | ≥ 4. If t 2 ∈ V (p(G, A)), define t * 2 = t 2 . Otherwise, there is an A ∈ A so that t 2 ∈ A. Then define t * 2 to be a vertex in N(A)\V (Z), which exists since |N(A)| = 3, Z is chordless in p(G, A), and |V (Z)| ≥ 4.
In either case, by Proposition 3.6, p(G, A) has an ({s 1 , t 1 }, {s 2 , t * 2 })-linkage. Then by Proposition 3.5, G has an ({s 1 , t 1 }, {s 2 , t 2 })-linkage.
Skeletons
The objective of this section is to find an intermediate structure in a graph G, which we call a "skeleton", that will be helpful for finding an ordered cycle in G. 
(iii) P 0 , P 1 , P 2 , P 3 are pairwise vertex disjoint, and z 0 , z 1 , z 3 , z 2 occur on Z in this cyclic order.
An illustration of a skeleton is given in Figure 1 .
There are several main lemmas we need on skeletons.
Proof. Let P be a path in G from V (C 0 ) to V (C 2 ) that is internally disjoint from S. By symmetry, we may assume that either c 0 is an end of P , or end(P )∩{c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 } = ∅. Then, we may assume c 2 / ∈ end(P ), as otherwise end(P ) = {c 0 , c 2 } and we are done.
For i = 0, 2, let v i be the end of P in V (C i ), and fix an orientation of C i so that c i+1 is not in the path C i [v i , c i ]. Fix any orientation of the cycle Z. For j = 1, 2, let z j be the end of P j on Z. Now
Then, up to cyclically permuting the labels of the vertices c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , the graph G contains a (c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 )skeleton.
Proof. First, we may assume that
For, suppose (1) fails. Without loss of generality, assume c 3 c 0 ∈ E(G). By Theorem 1.3, G has a path P between c 0 and c 3 such that c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 occur on P in that order. Now P ∪ c 3 c 0 is a cycle through c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 in order, a contradiction.
We may also assume that, by cyclically permuting the labels of the vertices c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 if necessary,
(2) there exist a family B 0 of three internally disjoint paths from c 0 to c 1 and a family B 2 of three internally disjoint paths from c 2 to c 3 , such that no path in B 0 intersects a path in B 2 .
To see this, we do the following. Let G ′ be the graph obtained from G by adding two copies of each of c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 . Let S 0,2 ⊆ V (G ′ ) be the set consisting of c 0 and c 2 and all of their copies, and let S 1,3 ⊆ V (G ′ ) be the set consisting of c 1 and c 3 and all of their copies. So |S 0,2 | = |S 1,3 | = 6.
Since G is 7-connected, G ′ is 7-connected. Hence, G ′ contains a set of six pairwise vertex-disjoint paths from S 0,2 to S 1,3 . These six paths in G ′ correspond to six internally disjoint paths in G with ends in {c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 }, and for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, let A i be the set of all three corresponding paths in G with c i as an end.
By symmetry, we may assume A 0 = A 1 (by relabelling c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 as c 0 , c 3 , c 2 , c 1 in the reverse cyclic order). Then A 2 = A 3 . Now A 0 , A 2 give rise to the desired B 0 , B 2 , completing the proof of (2).
We also view B 0 (respectively, B 2 ) as a subgraph of G which the union of the three paths in B 0 (respectively, B 2 ).
(3) There exist vertex-disjoint paths R 0 and
If one of the paths in A has both its ends in {c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 }, then two of the other four paths in A are disjoint from {c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 }, and we have (3). If some vertex in {c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 } is in none of the paths in A, then two of the paths in A are disjoint from {c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 }, and again we have (3).
So we may assume that there exist paths P 0 ∈ A and For every i ∈ {0, 1} and j ∈ {0, 2}, let r j i be the end of the paths R i (see (3)) in V (B j ). We claim that (4) r 0 0 and r 0 1 are on the same path in B 0 and the r 2 0 and r 2 1 are on the same path in B 2 .
Suppose (4) fails and by symmetry between B 0 and B 2 , we may assume that the vertices r 0 0 and r 0 1 are on different paths in B 0 . Then B 0 contains both a path P 0 through r 0 0 , c 0 , c 1 , r 0 1 in order, as well as a path P ′ 0 through r 0 0 , c 1 , c 0 , r 0 1 in order. Note that B 2 contains either a path P 2 through r 2 0 , c 2 , c 3 , r 2 1 in order or a path P ′ 2 through r 2 0 , c 3 , c 2 , r 2 1 in order. Then either
For j = 0, 2, let P j 0 , P j 1 , P j 2 be the paths in B j and, by (4) , assume that the ends of R 0 and R 1 in V (B j ) are on the path P j 0 . Relabel the paths R 0 and R 1 if necessary so that c 0 , r 0 0 , r 0 1 , c 1 occur on P 0 0 in that order. Note c 2 , r 2 0 , r 2 1 , c 3 occur on P 2 0 in that order. For, otherwise, the cycle P 0
is a (c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 )-skeleton.
Skeletons with Connectivity Properties
This section is dedicated to proving the following. For i = 0, 1, 2, 3, let z i be the end of P i on Z. We will show that the skeleton S satisfies conclusions (i), (ii), and (iii). First we show that it satisfies (i). Proof. By symmetry between C 0 and C 2 , it suffices to consider the case i = 0. Suppose
. . , m} then S ′ contradicts the choice of S via (3). Otherwise, S ′ contradicts the choice of S via (4).
The following is a convenient step to take on the way to proving that conclusions (ii) and (iii) are satisfied. Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then the component A n exists. Since G is 7-connected and A n has no more than one neighbor in H by definition, A n has at least three neighbors on C 0 or C 2 . By symmetry between C 0 and C 2 , we may assume that 
In either case, one of the components B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B m , A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n−1 grows, a contradiction.
Otherwise, without loss of generality, we may assume that u ∈ int(R 0 ), u ′ ∈ int(R 1 ), and both v, v ′ ∈ V (B). Then since v and v ′ are distinct and B is 2-connected,
contains paths P and P ′ between u and u ′ , such that P goes through u ′ , c 0 , c 1 , u in order and P ′ goes through u, c 0 , c 1 , u ′ in order. Then, fixing an arbitrary cyclic order of
is a cycle through c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 in order, a contradiction.
We now prove that conclusion (ii) of the proposition holds. Proof. By symmetry, we prove the case for j = 0. Suppose for contradiction that |V (P 0 )| > 2. Let X 0 be the component of H − z 0 containing int(P 0 ), and let X 1 be the component of H − z 0 containing z 1 .
Suppose that H − z 0 has a component A other than X 0 and X 1 . Then since the graph S −(V (C 0 )∪V (C 2 )∪{z 0 }) has two components, one containing int(P 0 ) and the other containing
a contradiction to Claim 5.1.2. So H − z 0 has no components other than X 0 and X 1 . Fix a cyclic ordering of Z so that z 0 , z 1 , z 3 , z 2 occur in that cyclic order. Case 1. X 0 = X 1 . Then let P be a path in H − {z 0 } of minimum length so that P has one end in int(P 0 ) and one end in (V (S) ∩ V (H)) \ V (P 0 ). Let u be the end of P in int(P 0 ) and let v be the other end of P .
Suppose v ∈ V (P 3 ) ∪ V (Z(z 1 , z 2 )). Then there is a path R with ends c 0 and c 3 in (P 0 ∪ P 3 ∪ Z(z 1 , z 2 ) ∪ P ) − z 0 . Then, fixing arbitrary cyclic orderings of C 0 and C 2 ,
So v ∈ (Z[z 2 , z 1 ] \ {z 0 }) ∪int(P 1 ) ∪int(P 2 ). In this case we will find a (c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 )skeleton S ′ = (C 0 , C 2 , Z ′ , P ′ 0 , P ′ 1 , P ′ 2 , P ′ 3 ) with 3 j=0 |V (P ′ j )| < 3 j=0 |V (P j )|, which is a contradiction to the choice of S. If v ∈ int(P 2 ), then define P ′ 0 := P 0 [c 0 , u], P ′ 1 := P 1 , P ′ 2 := P 2 [c 2 , v], P ′ 3 := P 3 , and Z ′ :
If v ∈ Z[z 2 , z 0 ), then define P ′ 0 := P 0 [c 0 , u], P ′ j := P j for j = 1, 2, 3, and Z ′ := P 0 [u, z 2 ] ∪ Z[z 0 , v] ∪ P . The remaining cases are similar.
Case 2. X 0 = X 1 . We have shown that X 0 and X 1 are the only components of H − {z 0 }, and that they are distinct. Now let {R 0 , R 1 } be a (c 0 , c 1 , C 0 , V (X 0 ))-separating pair satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2.2. Such a pair exists by Claim 5.1.1. Define T := end(R 0 )∪ end(R 1 ) ∪ {z 0 , c 2 }, X := X 0 ∪ int(R 0 ) ∪ int(R 1 ), and Y := V (G) \ (X ∪ T ). Then |T | ≤ 6 and both X and Y are non-empty. So there is an edge uv ∈ E(G) with u ∈ X and v ∈ Y .
Suppose that v ∈ V (C 2 ). Fix a cyclic ordering of C 0 so that u / ∈ V (C 0 [c 0 , c 1 ]) and a cyclic ordering of
Then R is a path with ends c 0 and c 3 that contains the vertices c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 in order. Since G − int(R) has a path from c 0 to c 3 (using X and uv), the graph G has a cycle through c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 in order, a contradiction.
By the definition of a separating pair, v / ∈ V (C 0 ). Thus v ∈ X 1 and u ∈ int(R 0 ) ∪ int(R 1 ). For i = 2, 3, let u i be the neighbor of c i on P i .
We claim that the graph H − V (X 0 ) contains disjoint paths R 2 , R 3 from {v, z 0 } to u 2 , u 3 , respectively. To see this, let P be a minimum-length path in X 1 from v to a vertex p ∈ V (S)∩V (X 1 ). If p ∈ V (Z(z 0 , z 2 ))∪V (P 1 )∪V (P 3 ), then H −V (X 0 ) contains a ({u 2 , z 0 }, {u 3 , v})-linkage. Otherwise, p ∈ V (P 2 ) ∪ V (Z[z 2 , z 0 )) and H − V (X 0 ) contains a ({u 2 , v}, {u 3 , z 0 })-linkage.
First suppose v ∈ V (R 2 ) and z 0 ∈ V (R 3 ). Fix a cyclic ordering of C 0 so that u / ∈ V (C[c 0 , c 1 ]) and fix an arbitrary cyclic ordering of C 2 . Then
is a cycle through c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 in order, a contradiction. So assume z 0 ∈ V (R 2 ) and v ∈ V (R 3 ). Fix any cyclic ordering of C 2 . By (i) of Lemma 2.3, there is an edge ax ∈ E(G) with x ∈ X 0 so that the graph G[V (C 0 )] contains a path P with ends u and a through u, c 0 , c 1 , a in order. Let P ′ be a path in G[V (X 0 ) ∪ {z 0 }] with ends x and z 0 . Then
is a path through c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 in order. This is a contradiction, and completes the proof of the claim. 
Raising the Connectivity
In this section we strengthen conclusion (iii) of Proposition 5.1 so that we will be able to apply Lemma 3.7. That is, we prove the following: Proposition 6.1. Suppose that G is a 7-connected graph with distinct vertices c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ∈ V (G) so that G has no cycle through c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 in order. Then, up to cyclically permuting the labels of the vertices c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , the graph G has a (c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 )skeleton S = (C 0 , C 2 , Z, P 0 , P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ) so that:
has no cycle through c 0 and c 1 with fewer vertices than C i , (ii) for every j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, |V (P j )| = 2, and
Proof. Let S = (C 0 , C 2 , Z, P 0 , P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ) be a (c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 )-skeleton as in Proposition 5.1. For every i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, let z i be the end of P i on Z.
). The only thing we need to prove is that
is non-empty. So by symmetry, we may assume that either A ∩ {z 0 , z 1 , z 2 , z 3 } = ∅ and N(A) ∩ (V (C 0 ) \ {c 0 , c 1 }) is non-empty, or z 0 ∈ V (A). First we prove two claims. 
By (ii) of the definition of separating pairs, for i = 0, 2 the vertex c i is an end of both R i 0 and R i 1 . So |T ′ | ≤ 6. Define
Since G is 7-connected, T ′ is not a cut separating X and Y . So there exists an edge uv ∈ E(G) with u ∈ X and v ∈ Y . From (ii) of the definition of a separating pair, we have that u / ∈ V (A). So by symmetry between C 0 and C 2 , we may assume
Then by (iii) of the definition of a separating pair and Lemma 4.2, we have that v ∈ V (H) \ (V (A) ∪ T ). By (i) of Lemma 2.3, there exists an edge aa ′ ∈ E(G) with a ∈ V (C 0 ) and a ′ ∈ V (A) so that G[V (C 0 )] contains a path P with ends a and u which goes through the vertices u, c 0 , c 1 , a in order.
Since A and H − V (A) are both connected, the graph H has a ({z 2 , a ′ }, {z 3 , v})linkage S 2 , S 3 so that z 2 is an end of S 2 and z 3 is an end of S 3 . Then, fixing an arbitrary cyclic ordering of C 2 , 
Then |T ′ | ≤ 6 since, for i = 0, 1, if z i ∈ V (A) then c i is an end of both R 0 and R 1 . Furthermore, both X and Y are non-empty and V (G) is the disjoint union of X, Y , and T ′ . Since G is not 7-connected, T ′ is not a cut separating X and Y . So there is an edge uv ∈ E(G) with u ∈ X and v ∈ Y .
If v ∈ V (H) \ (T ∪ V (A)), then u ∈ int(R 0 ) ∪ int(R 1 ) and we are done. By the definition of a separating pair, v /
First suppose V (A) ∩{z 0 , z 1 , z 2 , z 3 } = ∅. Then since H −V (A) is connected, it has (not necessarily disjoint) paths Q 0 with ends z 0 and z 3 and Q 1 with ends z 1 and z 2 . Recall that we assumed (N(A) ∩ V (C 0 )) \ {c 0 , c 1 } = ∅. So the graph G[V (A) ∪ V (C 0 )] contains (not necessarily disjoint) paths S 0 with ends u and c 0 containing c 1 , and S 1 with ends u and c 1 containing c 0 . Then S 0 ∪ c 0 z 0 ∪ Q 0 is a path in G − C 2 that goes through u, c 1 , c 0 , z 3 in order. Similarly , v]). Let S 0 be a path contained in A with ends u and z 0 , and let S 1 be a path contained in H − A with ends z 1 and z 2 . Fix an arbitrary cyclic ordering of C 0 . Then
In this case it suffices to show that H has either a ({z 0 , u}, {z 1 , z 2 })-linkage or a ({z 0 , z 3 }, {z 1 , u})-linkage, as such a linkage, S, and uv give a cycle through c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 in order, a contradiction. Fix a cyclic ordering of Z so that the vertices z 0 , z 1 , z 3 , z 2 occur on Z in that order. Since V (A) ∩ {z 0 , z 1 , z 2 , z 3 } = {z 0 , z 1 }, T must contain exactly one vertex in Z(z 1 , z 3 ] and one vertex in Z[z 2 , z 0 ). Let P be a shortest path in A from u to a vertex x ∈ V (Z) ∩ V (A), and let x be the end of P on Z.
This completes the proof of the claim. Now we show that there exists t ∈ T so that H − V (A) contains disjoint paths Q 2 , Q 3 from {t, v} to z 2 , z 3 , respectively. Otherwise, by Menger's Theorem, there is a separation (X, Y ) of H − V (A) of order one or less so that {z 2 , z 3 } ⊆ X and {v} ∪ T ⊆ Y . Then |X \ Y | ≥ 1 and so (X, Y ∪ V (A)) is a non-trivial separation of H of order one or less, a contradiction since H is 2-connected.
By (i) of Lemma 2.3, for i = 0, 1 there is an edge
] contains a path S i with ends u and a i going through u, c 1−i , c i , a i in order. For i = 0, 1, let Q i be a path in A with ends a ′ i and t. Fix any cyclic ordering of
uv is a cycle through c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 in order, a contradiction.
Discharging and Proof of Theorem 1.2
First we prove a discharging lemma on planar graphs, and then we complete the proof of the main theorem. Therefore, since v∈V (H)\{x,y} ch(v) < −4, there exists a vertex v ∈ V (Z) \ {x, y} with negative charge so that neither of its neighbors on Z are x or y. Let u and u ′ be the neighbors of v on Z. Then since ch(v) < 0, v has degree three and u or u ′ has degree no more than four. Thus case (ii) of the lemma holds. Now we are ready to complete the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof. Let G be a 7-connected graph with distinct vertices c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ⊆ V (G) and, going for a contradiction, suppose that G has no cycle through c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 in order. Let S = (C 0 , C 2 , Z, P 0 , P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ) be a (c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 )-skeleton as in Proposition 6.1. For every i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, let z i be the end of P i on Z. Define H := G − (V (C 0 ) ∪ V (C 2 )). First we prove a claim. Claim 7.1.1. There is a plane drawing of the graph (H, z 0 , z 1 , z 3 , z 2 ) with outer cycle Z ′ such that N(C 0 ∪ C 2 ) ⊆ V (Z ′ ).
Conjecture 8.2. [12]
There exists a function f (k, l) such that the following holds. For every f (k, l)-connected graph G and two distinct vertices s and t in G, there are k internally disjoint paths P 1 , . . . , P k with endpoins s and t such that G − k i=1 V (P i ) is l-connected.
The above conjecture is implied by the Lovász Path Removal Conjecture. This can be seen by making copies of s and t (where all copies of s have the same neighborhood as s, and likewise for t) and repeatedly finding an induced path P between a copy of s and a copy of t that is internally disjoint from all copies of s and t. Kawarabayashi and Ozeki [12] proved that f (k, 1) ≤ 2k + 1 and f (k, 2) ≤ 3k + 1. Furthermore, J. Ma proved that with more connectivity a stronger conclusion holds [16] . Our proof of Proposition 5.1 uses similar techniques to [12] and [16] for the case of f (2, 2).
